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Abstract— In this and a companion paper a dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) approach to solve a smart home appliances
scheduling problem is considered. The challenge with solving
the scheduling problem is the coupling of decision variables due
to some time precedence constraints. In general, the system
of precedence constraints may contain redundant constraints
that offer opportunities for simplification. This simplification is
desirable for reducing the computation effort of the nonserial
DP procedure presented in the companion paper (i.e., Part II).
The current paper establishes the uniqueness of the maximum
set of redundant constraints and its polynomial-time solvability
with optimality guarantee, under the sufficient and necessary
condition that the precedence graph (a graph representation
of the precedence constraints system) does not contain any
cycle with nonnegative weight. A numerical case study indicates
the efficiency of the proposed simplification algorithm versus
the brute-force enumerative search. Besides helping to reduce
the computation effort in the DP procedure described in the
companion paper, the algorithm in the current paper solves
a generalization of a precedence graph simplification problem
arising from application areas such as parallel computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A major goal of smart grid technology (e.g., smart meters)
is to provide consumers with demand response signals such
as electricity tariff and CO2 footprint so that the consumers
can consciously control their energy consumption patterns.
These demand response signals provide incentives for the
consumers to help reduce peak energy demand by load bal-
ancing, as this is particularly relevant in a situation with high
level of renewable energy penetration. However, the volume
of information of the time-varying tariff and CO2 demand
response signals can be overwhelming for the consumers.
Therefore, optimal appliances scheduling is a key component
for the automatic decision supporting technologies to enable
smart grid realizability. Recently, the appliances scheduling
problem to exploit demand response signals has received
much attention (e.g., [1]–[7]).

This paper describes the extension of the dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) approach to the smart home appliances
scheduling problem considered in [1], [2]. The problem seeks
to determine the start times, denoted by ti for i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
of the energy phases of the appliances. The start times ti
are discrete (i.e., ti ∈ {0,∆t,2∆t, . . . (N − 1)∆t} for some
∆t > 0 and positive integer N). In addition, it is assumed
that Li ≤ ti ≤ Ui for all i, and Li and Ui are given (0 ≤
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Li ≤ Ui). It is possible to have Li = −∞ and/or Ui = ∞ to
indicate that the corresponding constraints are in fact not
present. Further, the start times must satisfy time precedence
constraints of the form li j ≤ t j− ti ≤ ui j for all {i, j} pairs,
where li j and ui j are given numbers with li j ≤ ui j. Again, it is
allowed to have li j =−∞ and/or ui j = ∞ to indicate that the
corresponding constraints are in fact not present. Without
loss of generality, it is assumed that all Li, Ui, li j and ui j
are integer multiples of ∆t. The time precedence constraints
can model the time precedence relationships between energy
phases within and between appliances. They can also handle
minimum and maximum delays between energy phases. In
addition, the schedule is subjected to a resource budget

constraint:
n
∑

i=1
gi(ti)≤ b for some arbitrary given functions gi

and given budget b. It is assumed that the values of gi and
b are quantized. That is, gi(ti) and b are nonnegative integer
multiples of some given ∆b > 0. Examples of the resource
in the budget constraint include financial cost or CO2 cost.
The budget constraint is imposed, for instance, when the
ε-constraint method is used to compute the Pareto optimal
solution in the electricity bill/CO2 cost trade-off problem
[2]. The objective of the scheduling problem is to minimize
the sum of fi(ti) (e.g., electricity cost or CO2 cost). The
objective function components fi are given but arbitrary. The
optimization problem can be summarized as follows:

minimize
t1,t2,...,tn

n
∑

i=1
fi(ti)

subject to li j ≤ t j− ti ≤ ui j, ∀ {i, j}

Li ≤ ti ≤Ui, ∀ i
n
∑

i=1
gi(ti)≤ b.

(1)

In [2] a DP approach was reported to solve (1) when the
time precedence constraints are serial. That is, there exists
a permutation i1, i2, . . . , in of 1,2, . . . ,n such that the time
precedence constraints can be written as the following at
most n−1 constraints:

li1i2 ≤ ti2 − ti1 ≤ ui1i2 ,
li2i3 ≤ ti3 − ti2 ≤ ui2i3 ,

...
lin−1in ≤ tin − tin−1 ≤ uin−1in .

(2)

Again, the u’s and l’s in (2) can be set to +∞ and/or −∞

respectively, depending on whether the specific constraints
exist or not. Any set of time precedence constraints not in
the form of (2) is referred to as nonserial.



While standard DP can handle problem (1) with serial time
precedence constraints, it is not obvious whether it is possible
or in what manner the standard DP can be applied to the
general problem with nonserial time precedence constraints
[8]. The main objective of this and the companion paper
[9] is to describe a modified DP approach to solve (1) with
nonserial time precedence constraints. The approach should
provide the exact optimal solution to (1), and the computation
should be as efficient as possible.

A. Problem Statement

In this paper a procedure to simplify the system of time
precedence constraints in (1) is described. The procedure
identifies redundant time precedence constraints that are
implied by other time precedence constraints in the system.
For example, in the following system of constraints the first
one is implied by the later two: t3 − t1 ≥ 3, t3 − t2 ≥ 2,
t2− t1 ≥ 2. In general, given a system of time precedence
constraints

li j ≤ t j− ti ≤ ui j, ∀{i, j}, (3)

where li j and ui j are given multiples of ∆t. The simplification
problem seeks a more compact equivalent system of time
precedence constraints

l̃i j ≤ t j− ti ≤ ũi j, ∀{i, j}, (4)

by finding appropriate values of l̃i j and ũi j, so that under the
constraints that

1) l̃i j = li j or l̃i j =−∞, for all {i, j},
2) ũi j = ui j or ũi j = ∞, for all {i, j},
3) (3) and (4) define the same constraint set,

the number of l̃i j and ũi j setting to their respective extreme
values (i.e., −∞ or +∞) is maximized. In order words, (3)
and (4) define the same constraint set, while in (4) the
maximum number redundant constraints are removed.

One motivation for the simplification is that by describ-
ing (1) with a more compact system of time precedence
constraints, the computation effort for the nonserial DP
procedure presented in the companion paper [9] can be
reduced. As an alternative motivation, the time precedence
constraint system simplification problem is a generalization
of a precedence relation simplification problem considered
in the literature (e.g., parallel computing [10]–[12] and
manufacturing system [13], [14]).

B. Contribution and Organization of the Paper

In Section II a directed precedence graph representation
of the time precedence constraint system in (3) is described.
Some properties of the precedence graph are discussed.
In particular, it will be argued that the precedence graph
naturally does not contain any nonnegative weight cycle,
provided that the degeneracy in the precedence graph is
resolved. The simplification problem associated with (3)
and (4) can be written as a precedence graph simplification
problem in which the maximum redundant edge set is sought.
Section III describes the main contribution of the paper. It is
shown that under the no-nonnegative-weight-cycle condition,

the maximum redundant edge set is unique. In addition, this
paper establishes that the maximum redundant edge set can
be found in polynomial-time by providing a polynomial-
time solution algorithm based on Bellman-Ford longest path
computation (for graphs without nonnegative weight cycles).
Thus, the computationally intensive enumerative search for
the maximum redundant edge set can be avoided. In the
end of Section III, it is shown that the no-nonnegative-
weight-cycle condition is also necessary for the uniqueness
of the maximum redundant edge set. This is established by
a counterexample. In Section IV a numerical case study
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for
precedence graph simplification.

II. DIRECTED PRECEDENCE GRAPH REPRESENTATION
OF PRECEDENCE CONSTRAINTS SYSTEM

To proceed with the simplification, a directed graph rep-
resentation of the time precedence constraint system in (1)
needs to be described first. These constraints can always be
written as tv − tu ≥ cuv with appropriately defined indices
u ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} and v ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} and weight cuv. For
instance, the constraint li j ≤ t j − ti ≤ ui j can be written as
t j− ti ≥ li j and ti− t j ≥−ui j. The time precedence constraint
system can be described by a directed time precedence graph
G = (V,E) with edge weights. G and the weights are defined
by
• The set of all nodes, denoted by V , is defined as V =
{1,2, . . . ,n}. Each node in V corresponds to a start time
decision variable in (1).

• The set of all weighted directed edges, denoted by E,
is defined as the set of all ordered pairs (u,v) for u ∈V
and v ∈ V such that (u,v) ∈ E with weight cuv if and
only if the time precedence constraint tv− tu ≥ cuv is
present (i.e., cuv >−∞).

A time precedence graph G cannot be arbitrary. For instance,
G does not have any self-cycles (i.e., edges originating and
ending at the same node). Also, it is assumed that G does
not have parallel edges with the same direction connecting
two nodes, since one edge will imply the rest. Furthermore,
G does not have positive weight directed cycles:

Lemma 1: Let the sequence of nodes i0, i1, i2, . . . , im de-
note a directed cycle in the time precedence graph G, with
(ik, ik+1) ∈ E for k = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and ik 6= i j for k 6= j
except i0 = im. Then the weight of the cycle, defined as
ci0i1 + ci1i2 + . . .+ cim−1im , must be nonpositive.

Proof: The time precedence constraints corresponding
to all edges in the cycle are listed as

ti1 − ti0 ≥ ci0i1
ti2 − ti1 ≥ ci1i2

...
tim − tim−1 ≥ cim−1im .

(5)

Summing up all inequalities, with the fact that i0 = im, leads
to the desired inequality that 0 ≥ ci0i1 + ci1i2 + . . .+ cim−1im .

Remark 1: Lemma 1 does not exclude the cases where
cycles in a time precedence graph G have zero weights.



However, this paper makes a further assumption that zero
weight cycles are not allowed (i.e., all cycles have negative
weights). This assumption amounts to the removal of degen-
eracy which does not affect the optimal solution of problem
(1). The details can be found in Appendix A. The assumption
of cycles having negative weights is critical in the systematic
approach to simplify G. This will be clear in the subsequent
discussions.

Because of the correspondence between the time prece-
dence constraint and the edge of the time precedence graph,
in the sequel the simplification of the time precedence con-
straint system will be discussed in terms of the simplification
of the corresponding precedence graph.

III. SIMPLIFICATION OF PRECEDENCE GRAPH

To describe the systematic procedure to simplify the time
precedence graph G, some definitions are needed. In G,
a (directed) walk from node u to node v is described by
a sequence of traversed nodes u = i0, i1, . . . , im = v, where
(ik, ik+1) ∈ E for all k. A closed (directed) walk is a walk
with i0 = im. A (directed) path from u to v is a walk from
u to v with the additional requirement that all traversed
nodes are distinct. A (directed) cycle is a closed walk where
i0, i1, . . . , im−1 are distinct and i0 = im. If w denotes a walk
(including path and cycle), then the weight of w, denoted by
cw is cw = ci0i1 +ci1i2 + . . .+cim−1im . That is, the weight of the
walk is the sum of the weights of the traversed edges, with
the edge weight added as many times as an edge is traversed.
An edge set Er ⊂ E is referred to as a set of redundant edges
(or redundant edge set) if it satisfies the following condition:

For all (u,v) ∈ E with weight cuv, there exists a path puv

in (V,E \Er) from u to v such that cpuv ≥ cuv.
(6)

There can be multiple sets of redundant edges in a time
precedence graph. However, the redundant edge set with the
maximum number of edges, denoted by E?

r , is unique. The
following statement and its corollary provide the rationale:

Lemma 2: Let E1
r and E2

r both be redundant edge sets
satisfying (6). Then E1

r ∪ E2
r is also a redundant edge set

satisfying (6).
Proof: To verify that E1

r ∪E2
r is indeed a redundant edge

set, it is sufficient to verify that for each (u,v)∈E1
r ∪E2

r with
weight cuv, it holds that

∃ a path puv in (V,E \ (E1
r ∪E2

r )) from u to v s.t. cpuv ≥ cuv.
(7)

Without loss of generality, assume that (u,v)∈E1
r (otherwise

the labels can be exchanged). Then by (6) there exists a walk
(which is in fact a path) w1 in (V,E \E1

r ) from u to v such
that cw1 ≥ cuv. If w1 is also in (V,E \E2

r ) then w1 belongs
to (V,E \ (E1

r ∪E2
r )) and (u,v) satisfies (7). If, on the other

hand, w1 contains edges belonging to E2
r , then by (6) each

of these edges can be replaced by a corresponding path in
(V,E \E2

r ). Also by (6), the weights of the replacement paths
are no less than the weights of the corresponding edges. This
results in another walk w2 in (V,E \E2

r ) from u to v, with
possible edges in E1

r . The walk w2 has strictly more nodes

(and edges) than w1, and cw2 ≥ cw1 . If w2 is in (V,E \E1
r ) then

(u,v) satisfies (7), as argued above. Otherwise, the process of
finding replacement walks w3,w4, . . . with increasing number
of nodes and nondecreasing weights would continue. This
process terminates if and only if a replacement walk from
u to v is found, which is entirely in (V,E \ (E1

r ∪ E2
r )).

Let w? denote such a replacement walk (will be shown to
exist). The proof will be completed (for edge (u,v)) if the
following two claims can be asserted: (a) the replacement-
path-finding process would terminate in a finite number
of iteration with some w?, and (b) upon termination of
the replacement-path-finding process the replacement walk
w? can be used to show that (u,v) satisfies (7). To see
claim (a), assume on the contrary that the replacement-
walk-finding does not terminate. It is noted that any walk
from u to v can be decomposed into a path from u to
v and a finite number of cycles (see Appendix B for a
proof). In addition, in a finite graph the numbers of possible
paths and cycles are finite. Therefore, by the pigeonhole
principle, at some iteration in the replacement-walk-finding
process will generate a walk w̃ traversing a cycle, and one
of the previously constructed walks is exactly the same as
w̃ except that the cycle is not traversed. The construction
of the walks implies that the cycle has nonnegative weight.
This contradicts the assumption that all cycles in G have
negative weights. This shows the finite termination of the
replacement walks construction process, and this implies the
existence of the replacement walk w? from u to v, entirely in
(V,E \ (E1

r ∪E2
r )), because the existence is the sufficient and

necessary condition for finite termination. Hence, claim (a) is
established. Finally, to see claim (b), note again that w? can
be decomposed into a path from u to v and a finite number
of cycles. Removing all cycles in the walk w? will result in
a path from u to v which is entirely in (V,E \ (E1

r ∪E2
r )). In

addition, the weight of this path is greater than that of w?,
from which the path is constructed because all cycles are
assumed to have negative weights. Hence (u,v) satisfies (7),
and claim (b) is established. Applying the same proof to all
members of E1

r ∪E2
r completes the proof.

Lemma 2 implies that the maximum redundant edge set
is unique:

Corollary 1: E?
r , the redundant edge set with the maxi-

mum number of members, contains all redundant edge sets
as subsets. Consequently, E?

r is unique.
Proof: Let E?

r denote a maximum redundant edge set.
Suppose that there exists a redundant edge set Er such that
Er \(Er∩E?

r ) 6= /0. Then Lemma 2 implies that E?
r ∪Er, which

has more members than E?
r , is also a redundant edge set

satisfying (6). This contradicts the assumption that E?
r is a

maximum redundant edge set. Hence, Er does not exist and
the desired statements hold.

With the uniqueness asserted by Corollary 1, finding the
maximum redundant edge set E?

r becomes the remaining
goal for simplification. Lemma 2 also leads to a polynomial
time algorithm to find E?

r , avoiding the need for expensive
enumerative search over the power set of E.
Algorithm 1 (finding E?

r )



1) For each (u,v) ∈ E, define Guv := (V,E \ {(u,v)})
with edge weights ci j for all (i, j) ∈ E \ (u,v). Solve
a longest path problem on Guv with u and v being
the origin and destination, respectively. The longest
path problem can be solved using, for example, the
Bellman-Ford algorithm (e.g., [15]) in polynomial time
because all cycles have negative weights. If the longest
path weight is greater than or equal to cuv, then set
Euv

r = {(u,v)}. Otherwise set Euv
r = /0.

2) Set Emax
r := ∪

(u,v)∈E
Euv

r , and Emax
r is the desired maxi-

mum redundant edge set. That is, Emax
r = E?

r , as it will
be shown in Theorem 1.

Remark 2: The computation effort of Algorithm 1 is
O(|V ||E|2) because for each (u,v) ∈ E the Bellman-Ford
algorithm is applied, requiring O(|V ||E|) units of basic
computation [15].

Theorem 1: Let Emax
r be returned by Algorithm 1, and

E?
r denote the maximum redundant edge set satisfying (6),

then Emax
r = E?

r .
Proof: If (u,v) ∈ E?

r , then by (6) there exists a path
puv in (V,E \ E?

r ) connecting u to v with cpuv ≥ cuv. puv
is also in (V,E \ {(u,v)}) because {(u,v)} ⊂ E?

r . Hence
(u,v) ∈ Euv

r ⊂ Emax
r as defined in the algorithm. This shows

that E?
r ⊂Emax

r . On the other hand, since Euv
r for all (u,v)∈E

are redundant edge sets and by Lemma 2 Emax
r = ∪

(u,v)∈E
Euv

r

is also a redundant edge set satisfying (6), Emax
r ⊂ E?

r by
Corollary 1.

Remark 3: References [10]–[14] consider the special case
of the maximum redundant edge set problem where the edge
weights are all zero. Except for [14], the above references
do not investigate the simplification problem from the graph
point of view. However, [14] considers only directed acyclic
graphs with zero edge weights. In addition, there is no proof
in the presented algorithm (i.e., Figure 9) in [14].

Remark 4: Algorithm 1 presented in this paper can iden-
tify the maximum redundant edge set for any directed graph
with arbitrary edge weights as long as all directed cycles
have negative weights. The graph does not need to be a time
precedence graph as motivated in this paper. The assumption
of negative weight cycles is sufficient and necessary for
the presented algorithm to be correct. In particular, it is
possible to construct an example with nonnegative weight
cycles where the maximum redundant edge set is not unique.
See Figure 1 for an illustration.
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Fig. 1. A 3-node example which is not a time precedence graph. Consider
the case where the weights ci j = 1 for all edges. There are two redundant
edges, namely (1,2) and (1,3). However, {(1,2),(1,3)} is not a redundant
edge set according to (6). The cycle (2,3,2) has positive weight being two.

IV. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION OF PRECEDENCE GRAPH
SIMPLIFICATION

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Algorithm 1, a numer-
ical case study is carried out. All computation is performed
on a PC with 2.5GHz CPU and 8GB of RAM, using MAT-
LAB and MatlabBGL [16] for the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
The precedence graph is a 6-node complete directed graph
whose topology is shown in Figure 2 and the corresponding
edge weights are in the adjacency matrix C defined in (8).

1 2

36

45

Fig. 2. The topology of the example time precedence graph, which is a
six-node complete directed graph.

C =


∞ −15 −3 8 7 8
10 ∞ 12 23 22 23
1 −14 ∞ 11 10 11
−13 −29 −12 ∞ −1 0
−16 −31 −12 −7 ∞ 1
−12 −27 −12 −5 −8 ∞

 . (8)

In (8), the symbol ∞ in the (i, j) entry means edge (i, j)
does not exist (e.g., there is no self cycle). It can be verified
that all cycles in the example precedence graph have negative
weights (see Appendix C for the construction of the example
precedence graph). Applying Algorithm 1 to the example
precedence graph results in a simplified precedence graph
in Figure 3. It can be verified that the removed edges in
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Fig. 3. The resulted simplified precedence graph after applying Algorithm
1 to the example precedence graph in Figure 2 with edge weight adjacency
matrix defined in (8). The numbers on the edges denote the corresponding
edge weights.

Figure 3 (from those in Figure 2) form a redundant edge set
according to (6). In addition, to verify the optimality of the
simplification due to Algorithm 1, an enumerative search of
the maximum redundant edge set over the power set of the
set of all edges is implemented and applied to this example.
It is found that the enumerative search results in the same
simplified precedence graph as shown in Figure 3.

To compare the computation efficiency, Algorithm 1 and
the enumerative search are applied to random instances
of complete precedence graphs and the computation time



is recorded. For each n = 2,3,4,5, one hundred random
instances of n-node weighted complete graph are generated,
where the edge weights are randomly chosen such that all
cycles (if any) have negative weights. The details of the
construction of the random graph instances can be found
in Appendix C. Figure 4 shows the average and maximum
computation times due to Algorithm 1 and the enumerative
search. It clearly indicates the efficiency of Algorithm 1.
Finally, it is verified that in all cases Algorithm 1 and the
enumerative search result in the same maximum redundant
edge sets.
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Fig. 4. Computation times for solving random instances of complete
precedence graph with n nodes. This figure clearly indicates the computation
efficiency of Algorithm 1 over the enumerative search.

V. CONCLUSIONS

While it has been known that the maximum redundant
edge set problem can be solved in polynomial-time when
the edge weights of the precedence graph are all equal
to zero, this paper extends the polynomial-time complexity
result to the case with arbitrary edge weights as long as
all cycles have negative weight. This paper also shows that
precedence graphs naturally do not have any nonnegative
weight cycles, as long as the degeneracy associated with the
zero weight cycles is resolved. Under this no-nonnegative-
weight-cycle condition, it can be established that the max-
imum redundant edge set is unique, and its computation
can be based on polynomial-time Bellman-Ford longest path
algorithm for graphs without nonnegative weight cycles.
The no-nonnegative-weight-cycle condition is analogous to
the no-negative-length-cycle condition for the polynomial
complexity of the shortest path problem.

APPENDIX A

A zero weight cycle implies degeneracy in which only one
(arbitrary) start time among the start times involved in the
cycle is independent. To see this, summing up all constraints
except the first one in (5) results in ti0 − ti1 ≥ −ci0i1 . This
inequality, together with the first constraint ti1 − ti0 ≥ ci0i1 ,
implies that ti1 − ti0 = ci0i1 . Similarly, it can be shown that
tik+1 − tik = cikik+1 for all k. Therefore, the zero weight cycle
can be collapsed to a single “supernode”. For any outside

node u, for any edge between u and a member of the
supernode, there is an edge connecting u and the supernode
with appropriate adjustment of the weight to reflect the
corresponding adjustment to the time precedence constraint.
For example, suppose i0 is chosen to be the independent
start time (i.e., it represents the supernode) and there exists
an edge (u, ik) with weight ciku in G. Then there should be

an edge (u, i0) with weight ciku +
k−1
∑

s=0
cisis+1 .

To identify the zero weight cycles, the Bellman-Ford
shortest path algorithm (e.g., [15]) can be applied to a
modified graph G′. G′ contains the same node and edge sets
of G. However, if (u,v) is an edge in G with weight cuv,
then in G′ the corresponding weight for (u,v) is −cuv− ε ,
where 0 < ε < ∆t

n . By construction, a negative weight cycle
in G becomes a positive weight cycle in G′. However, a
zero weight cycle in G becomes a negative weight cycle in
G′. Since the Bellman-Ford algorithm can identity negative
weight cycles if one exists in G′, it can be used to identify the
zero weight cycles of G. Note that while the Bellman-Ford
algorithm requires only polynomial computation time to find
each negative weight cycle, there can be exponentially many
zero weight cycles in G. Hence, the described procedure is
practical only when G does not have too many zero weight
cycles.

APPENDIX B

In a directed graph G = (V,E) where no parallels edges
pointing from one node to another node are allowed (e.g.,
the time precedence graph), a walk can be represented
by a sequence of node indices w = {i0, i1, . . . , im} where
(ik, ik+1) ∈ E for k = 0,1, . . . ,m− 1. To decompose a walk
w, the following “scan” operation is necessary:

S = scan(w)

• Initialize S← /0 and k← 0.
• While k < length(w), do

1) If there exists r as the smallest index such that r >
k and ir = ik, then update S← S∪{ik, ik+1, . . . , ir}.
The sequence w is also updated according to

w←

{
{ } if k = 0 and r = m
{i0, i1, . . . , ik, ir+1, ir+2, . . . , im} otherwise

.

In updating w, the sub-sequence {ir+1, . . . , im} is
empty by convention if r = m.

2) Increase k← k+1.
End (of While)

• Update S← S∪w.
For any two nodes u 6= v, applying the scan operation to a
walk w = {u = i0, i1, . . . , im = v} results in a path from u to
v and a finite number of closed walks (if any). The scan
operation can be applied to each closed walk and all closed
walks generated subsequently. The recursive application of
the scan operation eventually decomposes all closed walks
into cycles in finite number of steps. To see this, each time
when “children” closed walks are generated by passing a



“parent” closed walk through scan, the number of edges of
the children closed walks must be smaller than that of the
parent. The scan operation can be applied to each children
which is not a cycle, which might generate more “grand-
children” closed walks with even fewer edges. However,
the recursive application of scan cannot continue indefinitely
since all closed walks with two edges are cycles.

APPENDIX C

The main difficulty in the sample precedence graph con-
struction is to guarantee that all cycles have negative weights.
This is ensured by a set of specially chosen edge weights as
follows: Let xi, i = 1,2, . . . ,n each be a sample of a uniform
discrete random variable with values between 1 and N(= 50).
Then, the edge weights ci j’s are defined according to

ci j =

{
xi− x j if i < j,
x j− xi− zi j if i > j,

(9)

where zi j is a sample of a uniform discrete random variable
with value between 1 and Z(= 10). Let (i0, i1, . . . , im), with
i0 = im, denote a cycle in the precedence graph. Then there
must exist a nonempty index set K such that ik > ik+1 for
all k ∈ K. Consequently, according to (9) the weight of the
cycle is

m−1

∑
j=0

ci j i j+1 − ∑
k∈K

zikik+1 = 0− ∑
k∈K

zikik+1 < 0.

Hence, in all samples of precedence graph constructed in
Section IV the negative weight cycle assumption is guaran-
teed.
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